REVISIONS

ZONE  REV. DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
K  6500-152 Base was 6500-130, 9330-100 Control Box was 6500-100, 6500-106 Switch Box Mount was 6500-105, 6500-453 Cover Front was 6500-450, 6500-453 Cover Back was 6500-460, 6500-006 Lexan Panel was 6500-005, Add 2601-355 Nylon Spacer(3), Add 6500-284 Lock Panel, Add 6500-025 Bolt (2), 2620-494 Jam Nut (2) 9/9/14 DC
L  Add Bushing plate 6500-123 1/14/15 DC
M  Added 9200-190 Resistor Kit UL325 12/17/16 PSK
Pg2  N  In Sub-Assy 6500-400 added 6500-156 Hub Assy w/Extension Shaft, Remove 6500-155 Hub, 6500-147 Extension Shaft and 2616-099 Set Screw 2X, Add 6500-123 Bushing Lock Plate 4/29/15 DC

4. Item 9200-190 Resistor Kit UL325
3. Item 6500-066 Manual Installation Quick Install
2. Item 6500-065 Manual Installation Swing Gate
1. Item 6500-043 Wire Set
 Included with Operator not Shown.

Notes: Unless Otherwise Specified.
1. Item 6500-006 Cover Plastic Screened not shown for clarity.

   • Notes: Unless Otherwise Specified.
Notes: Unless Otherwise Specified.